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Graffiti Gets
the Glory

The vogue for street art

among elite gallery owners and art
collectors recently reached its
apotheosis in a major museum
exhibit at the Geffen Contem-
porary, a satellite of Los Angeles’s
Museum of Contemporary Art

96th Street that delightful frisson
of proximity to the underclass,”
Mac Donald tartly observes.

Tellingly, most of the graffiti
artists who are venerated by elite art
dealers are white and middle class.
If art dealers and patrons were to
leave their comfy world and interact
with young black and Hispanic graf-
fiti artists in the inner city, they
would find that graffiti often goes
hand in hand with drug use and tru-
ancy. By many graffitists’ own
accounts, their pastime encouraged
them to skip school and led to their

(MOCA). But visitors with an eye
for the ironic will note that the
museum sports a fresh coat of paint
on its back wall, covering up some
unwelcome artistry outside, writes
City Journal contributing editor
Heather Mac Donald. This fresh
paint encapsulates the hypocritical
stance of graffiti’s admirers, who
celebrate street art in the confines
of museums and galleries but never
on their mansions, and who turn a
blind eye to its real and pernicious
effects in inner cities.

The Geffen show is the debut
exhibit of MOCA’s new director,
Jeffrey Deitch, a former New York
gallery owner and art agent with
a long history of glorifying street
art and its creators. Deitch once
transformed his gallery into a
faux ghetto street, a “Disneyesque
barrio [that] gave New Yorkers
who would never dream of
getting off the subway north of
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T H E  S O U R C E :  “Radical Graffiti Chic” by
Heather Mac Donald, in City Journal,
Spring 2011.

Is graffiti an under-
appreciated art form or
simply a criminal activ-
ity that often goes hand
in hand with drug use
and truancy?

the glory year of 1787 only 60 per-
cent of American adults were con-
sidered literate, today that number
has jumped to 98 percent. Instead of
lamenting golden ages past, we
should be encouraged that “more
people are reading than at any time
in human history.”

At a new exhibit at the Geffen Contemporary in Los Angeles, visitors can enjoy a bit of street art without ever having to venture to an untidy street.
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spray paint is sold only by mail in
order to prevent its theft from store
shelves.) One graffiti artist, Saber,
said in an interview that “there is
no room for empathy when there is
a motive for profit.” He has sold
designs to Levi’s, Hyundai, and
Harley-Davidson.

All this is not to say there’s
nothing of artistic value in some
graffiti murals, Mac Donald

admits. Some show an “intuitive”
knack for graphic design. “In the-
ory,” Mac Donald believes it could
be possible to have a show about
wall-painting “without legitimat-
ing a crime. . . . Such an exhibit
would include only authorized
murals, whether past or present,
and would unequivocally con-
demn taking someone else’s prop-
erty without permission.”

dropping out altogether, Mac Don-
ald reports.

She contends that the hypocrisy
exhibited by those who glorify graf-
fiti is exceeded by that of the artists
themselves, “who wage war on
property rights until presented with
the opportunity to sell their work or
license it to a corporation.” (Steal-
ing is so rampant in the graffiti
world that one popular brand of
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interact with friends.
The Web’s size defies compre-

hension. The number of URLs
indexed by search engines has
exploded from 50 million in 1997
to about three trillion now, but
that’s just a small part of the en-
tire Web. Some people estimate
that the total “surface” of the Web
accessible to archivists’ tools may
be six times as large as the in-
dexed areas, and that the “deep”
Web, which includes password-
protected sites and certain types
of databases, may be 500 times
larger than that.

Beyond the sheer magnitude of
the archival task there is the
thorny question of legality. Only a
few countries have laws that per-
mit archivists to copy and save
virtual documents. In the United
States, much of what appears on-
line is copyright protected. The
Library of Congress archives only
government Web sites and several

thousand other sites whose ad-
ministrators have voluntarily
consented.

And there are technological hur-
dles. Digital archivists track content
with the help of “crawlers”—com-
puter programs that scour the Web.
Crawlers cannot see the “hidden”
Web: password-protected sites, iso-
lated pages not connected to the
broader Web, and “form-fronted”
databases that require users to
enter search terms in order to pull
up information. Existing crawlers
have difficulty recognizing “rich
media”—anything that moves when
a user interacts with it—and other
new forms of content.

Finally, who is going to do all of
the work of archiving? Google
hasn’t made digital archiving a pri-
ority, and many of the nonprofit
foundations and government offices
that have sprung up to fill the void
are too small and too resource
strapped for such a large project.

Part of the difficulty is knowing
what will be of interest to future
historians. Indexes of goods that
have been sold on eBay may seem
trivial today, but they’re just the
sort of data that can help illuminate
our culture in future centuries.

Ever since humans learned

to write, they have collected their
works into archives, seeking to con-
vey their wisdom and history to
future generations. The rise of the
Internet poses a daunting new
challenge, and not only because of
the huge quantity of information it
contains.

The very nature of the Web
poses a problem, notes Ariel
Bleicher, a writer living in New
York City. Anything published
online “exists in a perpetual state of
being updated, and it cannot be
considered complete in the absence
of everything else it’s hyperlinked
to.” As many as two billion people
regularly go online, and many of
them do a lot more than passively
absorb content: They comment,
create their own videos, play games,
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An Internet for All Time
T H E  S O U R C E :  “A Memory of Webs Past”
by Ariel Bleicher, in IEEE Spectrum,
March 2011.
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